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ABSTRACT   

 

Asmariyani Pasaribu.NPM 1302050342. ‘’The Effect of Applying Scientific 

Approach By Using Cooperative Learning Strategy on Students’ 

Achievement in Speaking’’; Skripsi: English Education Program of Faculty 

Teachers’ Training and Education. University of Muhammadiyah Sumatera 

Utara, Medan. 2017.   

 

This study aims to investigate the significant effects of applying scientific 

approach by using cooperative learning strategy on students’ achievement in 

speaking. The objectives of this study is to find out the significant effects of 

applying scientific approach by using cooperative learning strategy on students 

achievement in English speaking skill. This research was an experimental 

research and the was conducted in SMP Pembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam, 

Seventh Grade during 2017/2018 Academic Years. The population were 60 

students and the sample were 60students. Random sampling technique was 

applied to take the sample. Class VII˗A was chosen by applying scientific 

approach by using cooperative learning strategy and Class VII˗B by using 

Teacher method.The instrument in collecting the data was oral test: namely by 

asking the students to represent the information based on the topic that researcher 

given and asked them one by one while research listen to them by recording. Then 

the scores were classified based on speaking creation, they were vocabulary, 

pronunciation, fluency, comprehension, and grammar. The findings indicated that 

t˗observe (12,28) was higher than t˗table (2,22). α = 0,05     df = 58.  The result 

shows that the hypothesis that there was significant Effect of applayingscientific 

approach by using cooperative learning strategy on students’ achievement in 

speaking in junior high school.      

Keyword: Scientific Approach by Using Cooperative Learning Strategy, Speaking 

Achievement.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. The Background Of The Study  

 Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves 

producing and receiving and processing information (Brown, 1994; Burns & 

Joyce, 1997). It’s form and meaning are dependent on the context in which it 

occurs, including the participants themselves, their collective experiences, the 

physical environment, and the purposes for speaking. It is often spontaneous, 

open-ended, and evolving. However, speech is not always unpredictable. 

Language functions (or patterns) that tend to recur in certain discourse situations 

(e.g., declining an invitation or requesting time off from work), can be identified 

and charted (Burns &Joyce, 1997). For example, when a salesperson asks "May I 

help you?" the expected discourse sequence includes a statement of need, 

response to the need, offer of appreciation, acknowledgement of the appreciation, 

and a leave-taking exchange. Speaking requires the learners not only know howto 

produce specific points language such as grammar, pronunciation, or vocabulary, 

but also they understand when, why, and in what ways to produce a language. A 

good speakers synthesizes this array of skill and knowledge to succeed in a given 

speech act.  

The students fell bored when they are learning English because they are 

not mastery in english. The students do not understand when the teacher speaks 

english in front of the class, so they are not too interest to learn english. Students 
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always get problemstoachievement a great success in learning those skills. The 

students feel ashamed when they try to speak. 

Based on the problems above, English teacher should find out the most 

effective technique to teach the speaking skill. Teacher can use some kinds of 

approaches. This approach is needed to help the students to understand when they 

learns the speaking skill. It also stimulates the students to interest in learning 

English. So the researcherwillapply one kind of approach, it is scientific approach 

by using cooperative learning speaking skill.  

To motivate the students and make them more interest in learning English, 

Scientific approach is one of the choice. Scientific approach is an approach 

defined as the usual process of finding out information in science, which is 

involves your ideas by performing experiments and making decision based on the 

result, this approach has some steps, they are make an observation, form a 

question, form a hypothesis, conduct an experiment, analyze the data and draw a 

conclusion.Beside that, it will be more effective when students work together, so 

cooperative learning is the method which appropriate with this approach. 

Cooperative learning usually involves the above learners center characteristics as 

students work together in pairs and group.  

Because that explanations the researcher is interested to conduct this 

research “ The Effect of Applying Scientific Approach by using Cooperative 

Learning Strategy on student’s Achievement in Speaking at SMP Pembangunan 

Nasional Lubuk Pakam.  
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B. The Identification of the Problem 

The problems of the research wasidentified as follows: 

1. The student’scan not understand when the teacher speaks English. 

2. The student’s less vocabulary, structure and grammar. 

3. The student’scan not express how to describe people. 

C. The Scope and Limitation 

The scope of the study was focused on the effect of scientific approach by 

using cooperative learning on students’ achievement in speaking. This research 

was limited on describing people. 

 

D. The Formulation of The Problem 

The problem of this study are formulated in the following 

1. Was there any significant effect of applying scientific approach by using 

cooperative learning on the students’ achievement in speaking at 

SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam? 

2. How was the students’ achievement after applying Scientific Approach by 

using cooperative learning on the students’ achievement in speaking at 

SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam? 
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E. The Objective of The Study 

The objectives of this research are follows:  

1) To find out the significant effect of applying scientific approach by using 

cooperative learningstrategy on students’ achievement in speaking at 

SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam. 

2) The students’ achievement after applying scientific approach using 

cooperative learning strategy on the students’ achievement in speakingat 

SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam. 

F. The Significant of the Study 

The results of this studyare expected to give both theoretical and practical 

1. Theoretically  

The results of this study was expected to find out the increasing students’ 

speaking skill through scientific approach by using cooperative learning. 

2. Practically 

a. English teachers have new approach to teach speaking skill by using 

scientific approach and can make this approach to be an interesting 

approach and make the students easy to understand in learning 

speaking. 

b. For students, they can increase their speaking skill and can make an 

interaction in english. 

c. For the researcher, this research can use the result of this study to be 

references and as an exercise to develop the knowledge through the 

research.
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoretical Framework 

It is important to classify some terms which are used in this research in 

order to avoid misinterpretation and confusion in comprehending the ideas 

especially for the readers. Therefore, the following are intended to specify the 

extent of research. 

1. Definition of Speaking 

Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves 

producing and receiving and processing information (Brown, 1994; Burns & 

Joyce, 1997). Its form and meaning are dependent on the context in which it 

occurs, including the participants themselves, their collective experiences, the 

physical environment, and the purposes for speaking. It is often spontaneous, 

open-ended, and evolving. However, speech is not always unpredictable. 

Language functions (or patterns) that tend to recur in certain discourse situations 

(e.g., declining an invitation or requesting time off from work), can be identified 

and charted (Burns &Joyce, 1997). For example, when a salesperson asks "May I 

help you?" the expected discourse sequence includes a statement of need, 

response to the need, offer of appreciation, acknowledgement of the appreciation, 

and a leave-taking exchange. Speaking requires that learners not only know how 

to produce specific points of language such as grammar, pronunciation, or 

vocabulary (linguistic competence), but also that they understand when, why, and 
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in what ways to produce language (sociolinguistic competence). Finally, speech 

has its own skills, structures, and conventions different from written language 

(Burns & Joyce, 1997; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Cohen, 1996). A good speaker 

synthesizes this array of skills and knowledge to succeed in a given speech act. 

2. Description of Cooperative Learning 

Cooperative learning is a student-centered, instructor-facilitated 

instructional strategy in which a small group of students is responsible for its own 

learning and the learning of all group members. Students interact with each other 

in the same group to acquire and practice the elements of a subject matter in order 

to solve a problem, complete a task or achieve a goal. 

Panitz offers a similar definition; he goes on to add that the teacher 

maintains control of the learning environment, designs learning activities, 

structures work teams, and, in his view, does not empower students. Kagan (1989) 

contributes that in cooperative learning the teacher designs the social interaction 

structures as well as learning activities. Johnson, Johnson and Holubec (1993) 

state that in cooperative learning students can maximize their own and each 

other’s learning when they work together .Slavin (1996) argues that a critical 

element of cooperative learning is group team work and team goals.  

Cooperative learning is an educational approach which aims to organize 

classroom activities into academic and social learning experiences. There is much 

more to cooperative learning than merely arranging students into groups, and it 

has been described as "structuring positive interdependence." Students must work 

in groups to complete tasks collectively toward academic goals. Unlike individual 
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learning, which can be competitive in nature, students learning cooperatively can 

capitalize on one another's resources and skills (asking one another for 

information, evaluating one another's ideas, monitoring one another's work, etc.). 

Furthermore, the teacher's role changes from giving information to facilitating 

students' learning. Everyone succeeds when the group succeeds. Ross and Smyth 

(1995) describe successful cooperative learning tasks as intellectually demanding, 

creative, open-ended, and involve higher order thinking tasks. Cooperative 

learning has also been linked to increased levels of student satisfaction. 

2.1 Elements of Cooperative Learning 

Johnson and Johnson (2009) posited five variables that mediate the 

effectiveness of cooperation. Brown &Ciuffetelli Parker (2009) and Siltala (2010) 

discuss the 5 basic and essential elements to cooperative learning: 

1. Positive interdependence 

a. Students must fully participate and put forth effort within their group 

b. Each group member has a task/role/responsibility therefore must 

believe that they are responsible for their learning and that of their 

group 

2. Face-to-face promotive interaction  

a. Members promote each other's success 

b. Students explain to one another what they have or are learning and 

assist one another with understanding and completion of assignments 

3. Individual and group accountability  

a. Each student must demonstrate mastery of the content being studied 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_interdependence
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b. Each student is accountable for their learning and work, therefore 

eliminating "social loafing" 

4. Social skills  

a. Social skills that must be taught in order for successful cooperative 

learning to occur 

b. Skills include effective communication, interpersonal and group skills  

1. Leadership 

2. Decision-making 

3. Trust-building 

4. Friendship- development 

5. Communication 

6. Conflict-management skills 

5. Group processing  

a. Group processing occurs when group members (a) reflect on which 

member actions were helpful and (b) make decision about which 

actions to continue or change. 

b. The purpose of group processing is to clarify and improve the 

effectiveness with which members carry out the processes necessary to 

achieve the group's goals. 

2.2 Purpose of Cooperative Learning 

Enhances student cooperation and friendly competition which allows 

different students with different capabilities to work together and acquire mastery 

in the topics assigned to them. The students have the independence to have 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_loafing
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interactions with different students. The benefit of this activity is that it holds the 

students responsible for the material they have to prepare. 

2.3 Types of Cooperative Learning 

1. Formal Cooperative Learning 

Formal cooperative learning consists of students working together, for one 

class period to several weeks, to achieve shared learning goals and complete 

jointly specific tasks and assignments (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2009).   

Formal cooperative learning groups the teachers’ role includes4:  

A. Making preinstructional decisions.  Teachers (a) formulate both academic 

and social skills objectives, (b) decide on the size of groups, (c) choose a 

method for assigning students to groups, (d) decide which roles to assign 

group members, (e) arrange the room, and (f) arrange the materials 

students need to complete the assignment.  In these preinstructional 

decisions, the social skills objectives specify the interpersonal and small 

group skills students are to learn.  By assigning students roles, role 

interdependence is established.  The way in which materials are distributed 

can create resource interdependence.  The arrangement of the room can 

create environmental interdependence and provide the teacher with easy 

access to observe each group, which increases individual accountability 

and provides data for group processing. 

B.  Explaining the instructional task and cooperative structure.Teachers (a) 

explain the academic assignment to students, (b) explain the criteria for 

success, (c) structure positive interdependence, (d) structure individual 
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accountability, (e) explain the behaviors (i.e., social skills) students are 

expected to use, and (f) emphasize intergroup cooperation (this eliminates 

the possibility of competition among students and extends positive goal 

interdependence to the class as a whole).  Teachers may also teach the 

concepts and strategies required to complete the assignment.  By 

explaining the social skills emphasized in the lesson, teachers 

operationalize (a) the social skill objectives of the lesson and (b) the 

interaction patterns (such as oral rehearsal and jointly building conceptual 

frameworks) teachers wish to create. 

C. Monitoring students’ learning and intervening to provide assistance in (a) 

completing the task successfully or (b) using the targeted interpersonal and 

group skills effectively.While conducting the lesson, teachers monitor 

each learning group and intervene when needed to improve taskwork and 

teamwork.  Monitoring the learning groups creates individual 

accountability; whenever a teacher observes a group, members tend to feel 

accountable to be constructive members.  In addition, teachers collect 

specific data on promotive interaction, the use of targeted social skills, and 

the engagement in the desired interaction patterns.  This data is used to 

intervene in groups and to guide group processing. 

D.  Assessing students’ learning and helping students process how well their 

groups functioned.  Teachers (a) bring closure to the lesson, (b) assess and 

evaluate the quality and quantity of student achievement, (c) ensure 

students carefully discuss how effectively they worked together (i.e., 
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process the effectiveness of their learning groups), (d) have students make 

a plan for improvement, and (e) have students celebrate the hard work of 

group members.  The assessment of student achievement highlights 

individual and group accountability (i.e., how well each student 

performed) and indicates whether the group achieved its goals (i.e., 

focusing on positive goal interdependence).  The group celebration is a 

form of reward interdependence.  The feedback received during group 

processing is aimed at improving the use of social skills and is a form of 

individual accountability.  Discussing the processes the group used to 

function, furthermore, emphasizes the continuous improvement of 

promotive interaction and the patterns of interaction need to maximize 

student learning and retention. 

2. Informal Cooperative Learning 

Informal cooperative learning consists of having students work together to 

achieve a joint learning goal in temporary, ad-hoc groups that last from a few 

minutes to one class period (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2008).  During a 

lecture, demonstration, or film, informal cooperative learning can be used to focus 

student attention on the material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, 

help set expectations as to what will be covered in a class session, ensure that 

students cognitively process and rehearse the material being taught, summarize 

what was learned and precue the next session, and provide closure to an 

instructional session.  The teacher’s role for using informal cooperative learning 

to keep students more actively engaged intellectually entails having focused 
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discussions before and after the lesson (i.e., bookends) and interspersing pair 

discussions throughout the lesson.  Two important aspects of using informal 

cooperative learning groups are to (a) make the task and the instructions explicit 

and precise and (b) require the groups to produce a specific product (such as a 

written answer).  The procedure as follows. 

1. Introductory Focused Discussion:  Teachers assign students to pairs or 

triads and explain (a) the task of answering the questions in a four to five 

minute time period and (b) the positive goal interdependence of reaching 

consensus.  The discussion task is aimed at promoting advance organizing 

of what the students know about the topic to be presented and establishing 

expectations about what the lecture will cover.  Individual accountability 

is ensured by the small size of the group.  A basic interaction pattern of 

eliciting oral rehearsal, higher-level reasoning, and consensus building is 

required. 

2. Intermittent Focused Discussions:  Teachers divide the lecture into 10 to 

15 minute segments.  This is about the length of time a motivated adult 

can concentrate on information being presented.  After each segment, 

students are asked to turn to the person next to them and work 

cooperatively in answering a question (specific enough so that students 

can answer it in about three minutes) that requires students to cognitively 

process the material just presented.  The procedure is: 

a. Each student formulates his or her answer. 

b. Students share their answer with their partner. 
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c. Students listen carefully to their partner’s answer. 

d. The pairs create a new answer that is superior to each member’s initial 

formulation by integrating the two answers, building on each other’s 

thoughts, and synthesizing. 

The question may require students to: 

a. Summarize the material just presented. 

b. Give a reaction to the theory, concepts, or information presented. 

c. Predict what is going to be presented next; hypothesize. 

d. Solve a problem. 

e. Relate material to past learning and integrate it into conceptual 

frameworks. 

f. Resolve conceptual conflict created by presentation. 

Teachers should ensure that students are seeking to reach an agreement 

on the answers to the questions (i.e., ensure positive goal 

interdependence is established), not just share their ideas with each 

other.  Randomly choose two or three students to give 30 second 

summaries of their discussions.  Such individual accountabilityensures 

that the pairs take the tasks seriously and check each other to ensure 

that both are prepared to answer.  Periodically, the teacher should 

structure a discussion of how effectively the pairs are working together 

(i.e., group processing).  Group celebrations add reward 

interdependence to the pairs. 
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3. Closure Focused Discussion:  Teachers give students an ending discussion 

task lasting four to five minutes.  The task requires students to summarize 

what they have learned from the lecture and integrate it into existing 

conceptual frameworks.  The task may also point students toward what the 

homework will cover or what will be presented in the next class session.  

This provides closure to the lecture. 

Informal cooperative learning ensures students are actively 

involved in understanding what is being presented.  It also provides time 

for teachers to move around the class listening to what students are 

saying.  Listening to student discussions can give instructors direction and 

insight into how well students understand the concepts and material being 

as well as increase the individual accountability of participating in the 

discussions. 

3. Definition of Scientific Approach 

The scientific method attempts to explain the natural occurrences 

(phenomena) of the universe by using a logical, consistent, systematic method 

of investigation, information (data) collection, data analysis (hypothesis), 

testing (experiment), and refinement to arrive at a well-tested, well-

documented, explanation that is well-supported by evidence, called a theory.    

The process of establishing a new scientific theory is necessarily a grueling 

one; new theories must survive an adverse gauntlet of skeptics who are experts 

in their particular area of science; the original theory may then need to be 

revised to satisfy those objections.  The typical way in which new scientific 
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ideas are debated are through refereed scientific journals, such as Nature and 

Scientific American.  (Depending upon the area of science, there are many 

other journals specific to their respective fields that act as referees.)   Before a 

new theory can be officially proposed to the scientific community, it must be 

well-written, documented and submitted to an appropriate scientific journal 

for publication.  If the editors of these prestigious publications accept a 

research article for publication, they are signaling that the proposed theory has 

enough merit to be seriously debated and scrutinized closely by experts in that 

particular field of science.    

 

4. Steps of Scientific Method 

1. Make an Observation 

Scientists are naturally curious about the world. While many people may 

pass by a curious phenomenon without sparing much thought for it, a 

scientific mind will take note of it as something worth further thought and 

investigation. 

2. Form a Question 

After making an interesting observation, a scientific mind itches to find 

out more about it. This is in fact a natural phenomenon. If you have ever 

wondered why or how something occurs, you have been listening to the 

scientist in you. In the scientific method, a question converts general 

wonder and interest to a channelled line of thinking and inquiry.  
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3. Form a Hypothesis 

A hypothesis is an informed guess as to the possible answer of the 

question. The hypothesis may be formed as soon as the question is posed, 

or it may require a great deal of background research and inquiry. The 

purpose of the hypothesis is not to arrive at the perfect answer to the 

question but to provide a direction to further scientific investigation. 

4. Conduct an Experiment 

Once a hypothesis has been formed, it must be tested. This is done by 

conducting a carefully designed and controlled experiment. The 

experiment is one of the most important steps in the scientific method, as it 

is used to prove a hypothesis right or wrong, and to formulate scientific 

theories. In order to be accepted as scientific proof for a theory, an 

experiment must meet certain conditions – it must be controlled, i.e. it 

must test a single variable by keeping all other variables under control. 

The experiment must also be reproducible so that it can be tested for 

errors.  

5. Analyse the Data and Draw a Conclusion 

As the experiment is conducted, it is important to note down the results. In 

any experiment, it is necessary to conduct several trials to ensure that the 

results are constant. The experimenter then analyses all the data and uses it 

to draw a conclusion regarding the strength of the hypothesis. If the data 

proves the hypothesis correct, the original question is answered. On the 

other hand, if the data disproves the hypothesis, the scientific inquiry 
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continues by doing research to form a new hypothesis and then conducting 

an experiment to test it. This process goes on until a hypothesis can be 

proven correct by a scientific experiment.  

The whole process is collaborative and is conducted in a clearly documented 

manner to help other scientists who are doing research in the same field. 

Throughout history, there are instances where scientists have stopped their 

research before completing all the steps of the scientific method, only to have the 

inquiry taken up and solved by another scientist interested in answering the same 

question.  

 

5. Descriptive text 

  Descriptive text is a text which say what a person or a thing is like. It’s 

purpose to describeand reveal a particular person, place, or thing. 

5.1 The purpose/ functions of Descriptive Text 

To describes a characteristic for person, place or thing and animal in detail 

5.2 The structure of the text/ generic structure 

1. Identification  

In this part introduces to the subject of the description.   

2. Description 

In this part gives details of the characteristic features of the subject. It 

may describe parts, qualities, characteristies, size, physical apperance, 

ability, habit, daily live, etc. 
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3. Conclution (optional) 

5.3 Language Features 

Descriptive text use: 

Simple present tense : if things/ persons described are still alive. 

Simple past tense : if things/ persons described do not axist anymore.  

This is an example of describing people 

My Sister by Daniel Fernandes  

I am going to describe my sister, she is very important to me. She is my 

best friend. I always was next to her I loved that. She loves to talk and to do new 

friendships especially in the Internet. She is so beautiful, no timid. The thing that I 

most enjoy in her is the fact that she is a very caring person. I think about her all 

day long because we always got together doing something interesting or talk 

about our life and our family. I love her so much .I want her to stay with me here 

in USA. Sometimes some people think it isn't a real feeling but it is true. 

 

B. Conceptual Framework 

Speaking  is the skill that we apply by oral. Method Cooperative learning 

can help students learn simply to get on speaking. It is not like the other skill, it is 

more complicated that it seems at first and involves more than pronuncing words. 

In speaking, there is aprocces of communication, which conveys message from a 

speaker to listener . Then, a speaker has to deliver the message and listener has to 

get or interpret the message which consist the information. 
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Speaking helps a person to express about something about their self, to 

explore and explain ideas, and finding the right words to present them. 

Descriptive is a piece of text that description about subject. To increase students 

achievement in speaking, it is not easy task. Many students find difficulties in 

speaking. Most of them think it is difficult, and they have no ideas to speak well. 

To solve those problems the teacher can use some techniques in teaching. 

One of them is Scientific approach by Using Cooperative learning. Using this 

method, the students ability in speaking will increase. 

Based on the observation which conducted by the researcher in SMP 

Pembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam in academic year of 2016/2017. They still 

some problems in studying speaking, they are: They do not understand when the 

teacher speaks in front of the class, they are not interest to learn english. Based on 

the students problems and theoretical review of speaking above the researcher 

believes by using Method Cooperative learning on the students’ achievement in 

speaking will increase, because Method Cooperative learning is supposed very 

effective. 

 

C. Hypothesis  

This research will answer the question about whether yes or no the effect 

of Scientific Approach by using Cooperative learning Strategy on students’ 

achievement in speaking. To get the answer of question, the researcher propose 

alternative hyphotesis (Ha) and null hyphotesis (Ho) as below: 
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Ha :  there is a significant effect of applayingScientific Approach by 

UsingCooperative learning strategyon students’ achievement in speaking. 

Ho : there is no  significant effect of applayingScientific Approach by Using 

Cooperative learning strategy on students’ achievement in speaking. 

 

D. Relevant study 

There also many related studies which had been done by other  

researcherpreviously, there are the similarities and differences. 

1. The research done byHenelawati, Inka Ayu. 2015. “The Effects of 

Implementing Scientific Approach in KTSP to Help Arjuna Vocational 

School Students in Mastering Speaking Skill”. Yogyakarta: English 

Language Education Study Program, Sanata Dharma University. 

Communicative skill, especially speaking skill, can be improved by 

motivating the students to learn and widely open the opportunity for the 

students to practice during the teaching learning activity. However, in 

Arjuna vocational high school (disguised),the students lack in practicing 

their speaking skill because most of the tasks given by the teacher were 

covered by written assignments. Lack of having interaction with the 

teacher and the other students could also lead to cognitive problem 

because they were not able to experience meaningful learning in 

constructing their knowledge. Those problems, especially in 

communicating, become the factors which can influence the students to 

build up their perception that mastering speaking skill is difficult. The 
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researcher proposes using Scientific Approach within KTSP in teaching 

learning process to open the opportunity for the students in practicing 

speaking skill. In the implementation of Scientific Approach, the students 

could experience fun and meaningful learning activity through six stages 

of learning: observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, 

networking, and creating. In this research, the researcher addresses two 

research problems, namely (1) What isthe students’ perception on their 

problem in mastering speaking skill? (2) What are the effects of 

implementing Scientific Approach in KTSP on thestudents’ ability in 

mastering speaking skill? To answer the research problems, the researcher 

uses the theory of Scientific Approach, theory of perception, and attitude. 

In order to collect the data, thewriter first distributed the questionnaire 

to29 studentsof 11th grade of Arjuna vocational school. The result of the 

questionnaire was strengthened by the result of FGD (Focus Group 

Discussion) by interviewing 6 students as the representative of the class. 

Those two methods were conducted in order to help the writer discover the 

answer for the first question. Answering the second research question, the 

researcher presented the result of hypothesis testing of the speaking tests 

which show an observable improvement in mastering speaking skill. The 

description of the process of implementing Scientific Approach through 

the researcher’s field notes during the treatment can streng then the result 

of the hypothesis testing. It solves the students’ problem in mastering 

speaking skill and changes their perception that speaking is difficult.  
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2. The researcher done by RalphJ. Lucena1andArielE. San Jose2, the title is “ 

Co-Operative learning in enhancing the speaking skills of students:A 

Phenomenological approache. Larners bring with them their own negative 

attitudes andprejudices. Population diversity is becoming more the normin 

many places. When there is a mix of learners in the sameclass there is the 

potential to diminish negative attitudes andto develop positive ones 

depending how interaction isstructured. Cooperative learning structures 

can be used todevelop constructive and supportive peer 

relationships.Learning environment in the 21stcentury must be ones 

inwhich students should be actively engaged in learningactivitiesandwith 

each other. Students nowadays should bewell-rounded in order to increase 

their competitiveness.Cooperative learning offers a proven and practical 

means ofcreating exciting social and engaging classroomenvironment to 

help students to master traditional skills andknowledge as well as develop 

the creative and interactive skills in today’s society. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

A. Location and Time 

The location of this research was conducted at SMPPembangunan 

Nasional Lubuk Pakam,Jalan Inpres Desa Sukamandi Hilir Kec. Pagar Merbau 

Kab. Deli Serdang. The research was conducted during the academic year 

2017/2018. The reason for choosing this school because the researcher found the 

problem of the students in SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam. The 

students always feel borred when they learn and try to speak English and similar 

research has never been conducted in this school. 

 

B. Population and Sample 

1. Population  

The population of this research was conducted on seventh grade students 

of academic years 2017/2018 of SMPPembangunan Nasional Lubuk Pakam 

which consist of two parallel classes. VIIA  class (30 students), VIIB  class (30 

students). 

Table 3.1 

Population 

 

NO Class Population 

1 VII A 30 

2 VII B 30 

Total 60 
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2. Sample  

The researcher using  random sampling of taking the data. Random 

sampling was the method responden determining to get sample based on the 

certain classes whichVIIA  class (30 students), VIIB  class (30 students). The total 

number of students are60 students. 

In order for all classes to be represented, the samples wastaken from all 

class in this sample. 

Table 3.2 

Sample 

 

NO Class Population Sample 

1 VII A 30 30 

2 VII B 30 30 

Total 60 60 

 

C. Research Design 

The study was conducted by using experimental quantitative research that 

is a research to test and prove a hypothesis by giving treatment to the samples. 

This experimental design is to show whether applying scientific approach by 

using cooperative learning was better approach for the students in learning 

speaking than lecturing method. The samples of this study consist of two groups; 

Experimental (VIIA) was taught by using scientific approach and control group 

(VIIB) was taught by using lecturing method. It can be seen from the following 

table:  
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Table 3.3 

Research design for experimental group and control group 

 

Group  Pre-

test  

Treatment  Post-

test 

Experimental (x) 

(VIIA) 

 

√ 

Using scientific 

approach by 

cooperative 

learning  

 

√ 

Control (y)  

(VIIB) 

 

√ 

Using lecturing 

method 

 

√ 

 

Based on the table 3.3, experimental (X) is the class which received by 

applying scientific approach using cooperative learning in speaking, and control 

(Y) is the class which received by using lecturing method in teaching speaking. 

 

D. The instrument of Research 

For collecting the data, the researcher was madea test which was suite to 

the level of the seventh grade students. The data of this research was collected by 

using oral test in which student was tested individually after discussing about the 

topic that was about describing people. 

Funochiaro and Sako (1984: 223-228) stated that “there are four categories 

evolution scale namely vocabulary, accuracy, pronunciation and fluency. Fulcher 

(2003: 12) score these speaking ability by using foreign service institute (FSI) 

weighting scale as follows:  
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Table 3.4 

FSI Weight Scale 

The Four Components to Evaluate Speaking 

 

 

 

A. vocabulary (25)  

Level Explanation 

19-25 Very good: rarely has trouble 

13-18 Good:sometimes uses inappropriate terms about 

language 

7-12 Fair : frequent uses wrong words speech  

Limited to simple vocabulary 

1-6 Unsatisfactory: very limitedvocabulary and make 

the comprehension quite difficult 

B.accuracy (25) 

Level Explanation 

19-25 Very good: few noticeable errors 

13-18 Good:occasionally grammatical errors 

Which do not obscure meaning 

7-12 Fair:error of the basic structure. 

Meaning occasionally obscure by 

Grammatical errors 

1-6 Unsatisfactory: usage definitely  

Unsatisfactory,frequently needs to rephrase 

construction or restrict himself 

To basic structure  

C.pronnounciation (25) 

Level Explanation  

19-25 Very good: understandable 

13-18 Good: few noticeableerrors 

7-12 Fair: errors of basic pronunciation 

1-6 Unsatisfactory: hard to understand 

Because of sound accent pitch 

Difficulties and incomprehensible 

D. fluency(25)  

Level Explanation 

19-25 Very good: understandable 

13-18 Good: speechisgenerally natural 

7-12 Fair: some difinite stumbling but 

 manage to rephrase and continue 

1-6 Unsatisfactory: speech of speech and  

Length of utterances are far bellow  

Normal, long pauses utterances left unfinished 
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E. Technique  of Collecting Data 

The data of this study wascollected by using the test. To collect the data of 

the research  was used pre-test and post test which was given to the experimental 

group and control group. 

1. Pre-Test   

Pre-test is administrated to the sample before doing the treatment. Pre-test  

was given to experimental and control group. It is used to measured students, 

ability before applying  the treatment.Pre-test consist of oral test,in oral test the 

students was asked to make conversation about describing people. 

2. Treatment 

Meeting Experimental group Control group 

1st (firts)  teacher greetsthe students 

toopen the class 

 teacher gives pre-test 

 teacher collects the answer 

sheets of the students 

 teacher was calculated the 

answer 

 

 teacher greets the 

students to open the 

class 

 teacher gives pre-

test 

 teacher collects the 

answer sheets of the 

students 

 teacher was 

calculated the score 

2nd 

(second) 
 teacher asked the students 

work in pairs and made some 

groups. One group consist of 

5 person. 

 Teacher distributed the 

material about describing 

people. 

 Teacher showed to the 

students some pictures. 

 Teacher asked the students to 

observe the pictures and 

stimulate the students to 

made some question about 

 teacherdistributed 

the material about 

describing people. 

 Teacher gives the 

examples about 

describing people 

 Teacher asked 

students whether are 

already understood 

or not 

 Teacher asked the 

students to make 

conversation about 
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what they want to know the 

pictures. For examples: how 

does she look like. 

 Teacher was asked the 

students to find out the 

answer of their questions. It 

can be direcly answer by the 

other students or they can 

discuss before. 

 After that, the teacher gives 

the pictures to every group 

and doing the experiment. 

 Students will do the 

experiment, describing 

people based on the pictures 

that is given by the teacher, 

for example about her/his 

hair, nose, that include in 

physical and appearence. 

 teacher asked the students to 

present the informations 

which they gotten in front of 

the class.  

describing people 

based on the picture 

that was given 

 Teacher asked the 

studentrs to come in 

front of the class to 

read their 

conversation 

 Teacher was made 

data analysis. 

3rd 

(third) 
 Same as the second meeting 

but different pictures 

 Same as the second 

meeting but 

different exercises 

4th 

(fourth) 
 Teacher was given the post-

test 

 teacher collected the answer 

sheet of the students 

 teacher calculated the score 

 

 teacher was given 

the post-test 

 teacher collected the 

answer sheet of the 

students 

 teacher calculated 

the score 

 

3. Post-test 

After having the treatment, the post-test was given to the students. The 

post-test was same as the pre-test. The post-test was the final test in this research, 

especially in measuring the treatment, whether it was significant or not, it means 

to know whether the treatment give the effect or not on the students’ achievement 
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in speaking. Also, in the experimental and control group, a post-test was 

administrated. The administrating of the post-test was mean to find out the 

differencess scores of both experimental and control group before and after the 

treatment. 

 

F. The Technique of Data Analysis 

After collecting the data from the test, the data analyzed by following 

procedure: 

1. Scoring the students’ answer for value of the test.  

2. Listing their score in two tables, first for the experimental class 

scores and the second for the control class scores . 

3. Calculating the total score post-test in experimental group and 

control group :  

a. y = a + b where a and b were get by:   

𝑎 =
(∑𝑌)(∑𝑋) − (∑𝑋)(∑𝑋𝑌)

𝑁(∑𝑌2) − (∑𝑌)²
 

𝑏 =
𝑁(∑𝑋𝑌) − (∑𝑋)(∑𝑌)

𝑁(∑𝑌2) − (∑𝑌)²
 

b. Determiniting coeficient r2 by formulation 

(Sudjana,2005)   

𝑟
𝑏{𝑁(∑𝑋𝑌) − (∑𝑋)(∑𝑌)

𝑁 (∑𝑌²) − (∑𝑌)²
 

c. The stastical hypothesis could be determined by using:   
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t = 
𝑟√𝑛−2

√1−𝑟²
 

D = R² x 100% 

 

G. Statistical Hypothesis 

In this research, statistical hypothesis use to describe whether the 

hypothesis accept or reject. The statistical hypothesis formula. 

Ha  : Tobserve>Ttable 

Ho  : Tobserve<Ttable  

Ha : There was the effect of scientific approach by using cooperative learning 

strategyon students’ achievement in descriptive speaking (the hypothesis 

was accept) 

Ho : There was no effect of scientific approach by using cooperative learning 

strategy on students’ achievement in descriptive speaking (the hypothesis 

was reject) 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

A. Data Collection 

The data was collected by giving oral test to the students. In this research, the samples 

were devided into two group, the experimental group and control group. Each group was given a 

pre-test and post-test. 

The data of this study was the scores of pre-test and post-test of the two groups, 

experimental and control group, as seen in appendix 1 table 4.1. The data in table 4.1 showed 

that the lowest score of the pre-test in the experimental group was 57 while the highest score of 

the pre-test was 79. In this case the students’ score in speaking was calculated based on oral test, 

they are vocabulary, pronunciation, fluency, comprehension, and grammar. 

The data in the table appendix 2 table 4.2 showed that lowest score of the pre-test in the 

experimental group was 70 while score of the post-test was 87. In this case the students’ score 

speaking was calculated based on oral test. As seen in appendix 2 table 4.2 

The data in appendix 3 table 4.3 showed that the lowest score of the pre-test in the 

control group was 55 while the highest score of the pre-test was 66. 

Data in appendix 4 table 4.4 showed that the lowest score of the post-test in the control 

group was 65 while the highest score of the post testm was 76. In this case the students’ score in 

speaking was calculated based on oral test. Note P: pronunciation, G: grammar, V: vocabulary,C: 

comprehension, and F: fluency. 

Category  
Experimental group Control group 

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 

N 
30 30 30 30 
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M 
63,13 75,1 60,73 74,86 

Highest 
79 87 66 75 

Lowest 
57 70 54 65 

 

B. The Data Analysis 

Based on the data, as seen in appendix 1 table 4.1 and appendix 2 table 4.2 showed that 

the different scores between pre-test and post-test in both experimental and control group, as 

presented in appendix 5 table 4.5. 

Appendix 5 table 4.5 showed that the total score pre-test in experimental group was 1954 

while the total score of post-test was 2253. 

Appendix 6 table 4.6 showed that the total score pretest in control group was 1822 while 

the total score of posttest was 2246. 

Tabel general perhitungan 

 Class experimental Class control 

M 8,9 9,5 

S 36,93 193,74 

SD 48,93 52,02 

 

C. Testing The Hyphotesis 

a. The equation of linear regression 

b. Coeficient r 

c. Examination the statistic hypothesis 

Ha :  There is significant effect of scientific approach by using cooperative 

learning strategy on students’ achievement in speaking. 

Ho :  There is no significant effect of scientific approach by using cooperative 

learning strategy on students’ achievement in speaking. 
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The statistical hypothesis could be determined by using :  

t = 
√𝑛−2

√1−𝑟²
 

with a criteria examination a H0  is accepted if tobserved  > Ttable or  H0  is rejected if tobserved  > Ttable  

with degree of freedom of df = N-2 = 58, α = 5% = 0,05 

Based on the calculation, where tobserved  > Ttable  ( 12,28 > 2,22) it could be concluded than 

H0 was rejected. Its means that H0 was accepted or “ there is significant Effect of Applying 

Scientific Approach by Using Cooperative Learning Strategy on Students’ Achievement In 

Speaking Skill”.  

The percentage of The Effect of peer Assisted Learning Technique on The Students’ 

Speaking Achievement. 

 In determining of the percentage the Effect of Applying Scientific Approach by Using 

Cooperative Learning Strategy on Students’ Achievement In Speaking Skill, formula was use :  

 D  = r2  x 100% 

  = 0,724 x 100% 

  = 72,4% 

 X = 100%  - 72,4%  

  = 27,6%  

Its means that the Effect of Applying Scientific Approach by Using Cooperative Learning 

Strategy on Students’ Achievement In Speaking Skill 

was 72,4% and 27,6% was influence by the other factor.   

D. Research Finding   

After the Pre˗ test and Post˗ test were conducted, then the findings could be report us 

follow:  
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1. There is the significant Effect of Applying Scientific Approach by Using Cooperative 

Learning Strategy on Students’ Achievement In Speaking Skill, which was proven from the 

result of the test tobserved > Ttable or 12,28> 2,22. 

2. The percentage of the Effect of Applying Scientific Approach by Using Cooperative 

Learning Strategy on Students’ Achievement In Speaking Skill was 72,4% and 27,6% was 

influenced by another factor.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

A. Conclusion   

Based on findings and analyzing the data, so the researcher could make the conclusion as 

follows:  

1. There was significant effect of applying scientific approach by using cooperative learning 

strategy on students’ achievement in speaking in learning describing people. Which is 
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proved from the result test tobserved>Ttable or 12,28> 2,22 or α = 0,05  df = 58. It means, 

null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted.  

2. The percentage of the effect of applying scientific approach by using cooperative 

learning strategy on students’ achievement in speaking in learning describing people. 

Scientific approach by using cooperative learning strategy on the students’  achievement 

in speaking  was 72,4% and 27,6% was influenced by another factor. 

 

B. Suggestions    

 Based on the result of this study, suggestion put forward as follows:  

1. For the students’ achievement in speaking especially describing  people, so the English 

teachers can apply Sientific approach by using Coopertive Learning Strategy because this 

can help teacher. 

2. The English teachers can teach the students how to express their ideas or thoughts in 

speak systematically. Because applying Sientific approach by using Coopertive Learning 

Strategy has point of views can help students speak systematically.  

3. For the students’, the students should be able to speak in English. At least a simple text, 

especially describing people.      
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Appendix 1 

Table 4.1 

The scores of pre-test in Experimental Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

The Components to Evaluate Total  

Vocab Compr

e 

pronun Fluency Gram 

1 RRD 14 12 12 14 15 67 

2 MR 12 11 11 13 13 60 

3 IS 11 12 10 13 13 59 

4 WD 13 14 12 15 14 68 

5 AF 16 13 14 17 14 74 

6 SE 15 12 13 14 13 67 

7 SCW 12 11 11 12 12 58 

8 SR 16 14 15 17 16 78 

9 EAS 13 11 12 12 13 61 
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10 SF 17 15 15 16 16 79 

11 MPS 14 10 13 16 12 65 

12 MA 13 12 14 15 12 66 

13 ADP 11 11 10 13 12 57 

14 SG 15 14 12 14 13 68 

15 SP 17 15 15 16 16 79 

16 RK 13 12 10 12 11 58 

17 AN 15 14 12 14 12 67 

18 DP 13 11 12 13 12 61 

19 S 14 12 12 12 11 61 

20 MDW 13 11 12 11 11 58 

21 DYS 15 12 13 14 12 66 

22 AFS 16 13 15 16 14 74 

23 DR 14 11 13 14 12 64 

24 ADW 11 10 11 13 12 57 

25 APH 17 15 15 15 14 76 

26 AA 15 12 12 14 13 66 

27 AN 12 10 12 13 12 59 

28 AR 14 12 11 12 12 61 

29 BYP 14 11 12 11 12 60 

30 CA 13 12 11 13 11   60 

Total  ∑T1=1954 
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Appendix 2 

 

Table 4.2 

The Score of Post-test in Experimental Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

The Components to Evaluate Total  

Vocab compre pronun fluen Gram 

1 RRD 16 15 14 16 18 79 

2 MR 14 15 14 17 16 76 

3 IS 15 15 14 15 15 74 

4 WD 15 16 15 15 14 75 

5 AF 17 16 16 17 15 81 

6 SE 15 15 14 14 16 74 

7 SCW 15 15 14 12 13 72 

8 SR 17 17 15 19 16 84 

9 EAS 14 14 12 16 14 70 

10 SF 19 17 15 16 17 84 

11 MPS 17 14 16 17 14 78 

12 MA 13 15 16 16 13 73 

13 ADP 14 15 15 13 14 71 

14 SG 17 16 14 16 14 77 

15 SP 19 17 16 18 17 87 

16 RK 16 13 14 15 14 72 

17 AN 15 15 14 16 13 73 

18 DP 13 14 12 15 16 70 

19 S 14 16 15 15 14 74 

20 MDW 15 14 14 16 13 72 

21 DYS 16 14 14 15 14 73 

22 AFS 16 13 15 16 14 74 
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23 DR 17 13 15 15 14 74 

24 ADW 15 13 14 16 14 72 

25 APH 19 15 18 17 15 84 

26 AA 17 14 15 14 14 74 

27 AN 13 14 14 16 14 71 

28 AR 15 15 13 14 15 72 

29 BYP 16 13 13 14 14 70 

30 CA 14 13 14 16 16 73 

Total  ∑T1=2253 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 

Table 4.3 

The Score of Pre-test in Control Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

The Components to Evaluate Total  

Vocab compre pronun fluen Gram 

1 AFR 13 11 11 13 12 60 

2 DR 11 10 12 12 10 55 

3 AS 11 12 11 12 13 59 

4 GH 12 12 13 15 14 66 

5 RH 12 11 12 13 15 63 

6 S 13 11 13 14 13 64 

7 KDS 13 12 12 13 14 64 

8 SK 14 13 11 11 12 61 
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9 WA 13 12 12 10 10 57 

10 AD 12 12 13 14 10 61 

11 FH 12 14 13 13 14 66 

12 ADG 12 13 15 13 11 64 

13 AH 12 12 12 13 14 63 

14 SP 11 12 11 13 12 59 

15 WA 14 13 11 11 12 61 

16 SE 11 13 12 15 12 63 

17 WWH 11 13 14 11 11 60 

18 RG 13 14 12 11 10 60 

19 NS 12 13 11 12 14 62 

20 WDS 12 14 12 12 13 63 

21 YS 12 11 10 12 10 55 

22 FA 14 13 12 12 13 64 

23 SR 14 13 11 12 11 61 

24 AWS 12 13 11 10 10 54 

25 BM 14 12 13 13 14 66 

26 MG 12 12 10 10 11 55 

27 DL 11 14 14 12 11 62 

28 LT 13 12 13 13 12 63 

29 ASP 12 10 11 10 12 55 

30 RSD 12 13 10 10 11 56 

Total  ∑T1=1822 
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Appendix 4 

Table 4.4 

The Score of Post-test in Control Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

The Components to Evaluate Total  

Voca

b 

compre pronun fluen Gram 

1 AFR 14 15 13 17 15 74 

2 DR 14 13 14 16 14 71 

3 AS 13 14 13 14 15 69 

4 GH 14 13 15 17 16 75 

5 RH 12 13 13 14 16 68 

6 S 13 14 15 16 15 73 

7 KDS 14 14 14 14 16 72 

8 SK 15 13 13 12 15 68 

9 WA 16 15 13 14 13 71 

10 AD 14 13 14 15 14 70 

11 FH 14 16 15 15 16 76 

12 ADG 14 15 16 14 13 72 

13 AH 13 13 13 14 14 67 

14 SP 14 14 14 15 15 72 

15 WA 15 16 13 13 16 73 

16 SE 13 14 13 16 15 71 

17 WWH 14 15 15 14 16 74 

18 RG 15 15 14 13 13 70 

19 NS 14 13 13 14 16 70 

20 WDS 14 15 13 13 15 70 

21 YS 13 13 12 14 14 66 
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22 FA 14 15 12 13 14 68 

23 SR 16 16 12 13 14 71 

24 AWS 13 15 13 12 15 68 

25 BM 15 14 14 15 14 72 

26 MG 13 14 12 13 13 65 

27 DL 13 14 13 14 15 69 

28 LT 12 13 14 13 14 67 

29 ASP 13 13 15 13 14 68 

30 RSD 13 14 14 12 14 67 

Total  ∑T1=2107 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 5 

Table 4.5 

The Differences Scores of Pre-test and Post-test in Experimental Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

Scores   

Pre-test T1
2 Post-test 

(T2) 

T2
2 X=(T2-

T1) 

1 RRD 67 4489 79 6241 12 

2 MR 60 3600 76 5776 16 

3 IS 59 3481 74 5476 15 

4 WD 68 4624 75 5625 7 

5 AF 74 5476 81 6561 7 

6 SE 67 4489 74 5476 7 
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7 SCW 58 3364 72 5184 14 

8 SR 78 6084 84 7056 6 

9 EAS 61 3721 70 4900 9 

10 SF 79 6241 84 7056 5 

11 MPS 65 4225 78 6084 13 

12 MA 66 4356 73 5329 7 

13 ADP 57 3249 71 5041 14 

14 SG 68 4624 77 5929 9 

15 SP 79 6241 87 7569 8 

16 RK 58 3364 72 5184 14 

17 AN 67 4489 73 5329 6 

18 DP 61 3721 74 5476 13 

19 S 61 3721 87 7569 26 

20 MDW 58 3364 72 5184 14 

21 DYS 66 4356 73 5329 7 

22 AFS 74 5476 74 5476 0 

23 DR 64 4096 74 5476 10 

24 ADW 57 3249 72 5184 15 

25 APH 76 5776 84 7056 8 

26 AA 66 4356 74 5476 8 

27 AN 59 3481 71 5041 12 

28 AR 61 3721 72 5184 11 

29 BYP 60 3600 70 4900 10 

30 CA 60 3600 73 5329 13 

Total  ∑T1== 

1954 

∑(T1)
2= 

128634 

∑T2= 

2253 

∑(T2)
2= 

172496 

∑(T2-T1)= 

268 
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Appendix 6  

Table 4.6 

The Differences Scores of Pre-test and Post-test in Control Group 

No  Students’ 

Initial 

Names 

Scores   

Pre-test T1
2 Post-test 

(T2) 

T2
2 X=(T2-T1) 

1 AFR 60 3600 74 5476 14 

2 DR 55 3025 71 5041 16 

3 AS 59 3481 69 4761 10 

4 GH 66 4356 75 5625 9 

5 RH 63 3969 68 4624 5 

6 S 64 4096 73 5329 9 

7 KDS 64 4096 72 5184 8 

8 SK 61 3721 68 4624 7 

9 WA 57 3249 71 5041 14 

10 AD 61 3721 70 4900 9 

11 FH 66 4356 76 5776 10 

12 ADG 64 4096 72 5184 8 

13 AH 63 3969 67 4489 4 

14 SP 59 3481 72 5184 13 

15 WA 61 3721 73 5329 12 

16 SE 63 3969 71 5041 8 

17 WWH 60 3600 74 5476 14 

18 RG 60 3600 70 4900 10 

19 NS 62 3844 70 4900 8 
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20 WDS 63 3969 70 4900 7 

21 YS 55 3025 66 4356 11 

22 FA 64 4096 68 4624 4 

23 SR 61 3721 71 5041 10 

24 AWS 54 2916 68 4624 14 

25 BM 66 4356 72 5184 6 

26 MG 55 3025 65 4225 10 

27 DL 62 3844 69 4761 7 

28 LT 63 3969 67 4489 4 

29 ASP 55 3025 68 4624 13 

30 RSD 56 3136 67 4489 11 

Total  ∑T1==  

1822 

∑(T1)
2= 

106936 

∑T2= 

2246 

∑(T2)
2= 

148195 

∑(T2-T1)= 

285  

 

 

 

 

Appendix 7 

Table 4.7 

The calculation of table 

No  X Y X2 Y2 XY 

1 79 74 6241 5476 5846 

2 76 71 5776 5041 5396 

3 74 69 5476 4761 5106 

4 75 75 5625 5625 5625 

5 81 68 6561 4624 5506 

6 74 73 5476 5329 5402 
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7 72 72 5184 5184 5184 

8 84 68 7056 4624 5712 

9 70 71 4900 5041 4970 

10 84 70 7056 4900 5880 

11 78 76 6084 5776 5928 

12 73 72 5329 5184 5256 

13 71 67 5041 4489 4757 

14 77 72 5929 5184 5544 

15 87 73 7569 5329 6351 

16 72 71 5184 5041 5112 

17 73 74 5329 5476 5402 

18 74 70 5476 4900 5180 

19 87 70 7569 4900 6090 

20 72 70 5184 4356 5040 

21 73 66 5329 4624 4818 

22 74 68 5476 5041 5032 

23 74 71 5476 4624 5254 

24 72 68 5184 5184 4896 

25 84 72 7056 4624 6084 

26 74 65 5476 4225 4810 

27 71 69 5041 4761 4899 

28 72 67 5184 4489 4824 

29 70 68 4900 4624 4760 

30 73 67 5329 4489 4891 

Total ∑X= 2253 ∑Y= 2246 ∑X2= 

172496 

∑Y2= 

148195 

∑XY= 

157555 
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The Calculation in Experimental Group 

a. The calculationfor Pre-test in experimental Group 

1. Mean  

 

M (T2-T1)  = 
∑𝑇1

𝑁
 

 

  = 
1954

30
  

   

  = 65,13 

 

2. Variances  

 

S2 = ∑ T2
2 -

(𝑇1)²

𝑁
 

 

 = 128634 -  
(1954)²

30
 

   = 128634 -  
3818116

30
 

   = 128634 – 127270 

  S2 = 1364 

  S = √1364 

= 36,93 

 

3. Standar Deviation  

SD = √
∑{(T1)2}²

N
 

 = √
(128634)²

30
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= √
16546705956

30
 

 

= √551556865 

 

= 23,48 

 

 

 
b. The Calculation for Post-test in Experimental Group 

1. Mean  

 

M (T2-T1)  = 
∑T2

N
 

 

  = 
2253

30
  

   

  = 75,1 

 

2. Variances  

 

S2 = ∑ T2
2 -

(𝑇2)²

𝑁
 

 

 = 172496 -
(2253)²

30
 

   = 172496 -  
5076009

30
 

   = 172496 – 169200 

  S2 = 3296 

  S = √3296 

= 57,41 

 

3. Standar Deviation 

SD = √
∑{(𝐓𝟐)2}²

𝑁
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 = √
(172496)2

30
 

= √
29754870016

30
 

= √991829000 

= 31,49 

 

 
c. The calculation for Total Pre-test and Post-test in Experimental Group 

1. Mean  

M (T2 – T1) = 
∑( T2−T1)

N
 

= 
268

30
 

 
= 8,9 

 

2. Standard Deviation 

SD = 
(∑ T2−T1)²

N
 

 

= √
(268)²

30
 

 

= √
71824

30
 

 

= √2394 

 

= 48,93 
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The Calculation in C0ntrol Group 

a. The calculationfor Pre-test Control Group 

1. Mean  

 

M (T2-T1)  = 
∑𝑇1

𝑁
 

 

  = 
1822

30
  

   

  = 60,73 

 

2. Variances  

 

S2 = ∑ T2
2 -

(𝑇1)²

𝑁
 

 

 = 148195-  
(1822)²

30
 

   = 148195 -  
3319684

30
 

   = 148195 – 110656 

  S2 = 37539 

  S = √37539 

= 193,74 

 

3. Standar Deviation  

SD = √
∑{(T1)2}²

N
 

 = √
(106936)²

30
 

 

= √
11435308096

30
 

 

= √381176936 
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= 19523,75 

 

 

 
b. The Calculation for Post-test in Control Group 

1. Mean  

 

M (T2-T1)  = 
∑T2

N
 

 

  = 
2246

30
  

   

  = 74,86 

 

2. Variances  

 

S2 = ∑ T2
2 -

(𝑇2)²

𝑁
 

 

 = 148195 -
(2246)²

30
 

   = 148195 -  
5044516

30
 

   = 168150 - 148195  

  S2 = 19955 

  S = √19955 

= 141,26 

 

3. Standar Deviation 

SD = √
∑{(𝐓𝟐)2}²

𝑁
 

 = √
(172496)2

30
 

= √
29754870016

30
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= √991829000 

= 31,49 

 

 
c. The calculation for Total Pre-test and Post-test in Control Group 

1. Mean  

M (T2 – T1) = 
∑( T2−T1)

N
 

= 
285

30
 

 
= 9,5 

 

2. Standard Deviation 

 

SD = 
(∑ T2−T1)²

N
 

 

= √
(285)²

30
 

 

= √
81225

30
 

 

= √2707 

 

= 52,02 

 

 

C. Testing The Hypothesis 

 

a. The Equation of linear Regression 

 

y = a + b where a and b got by:  

 

𝑎. =
(∑𝑌)(∑𝑋²) − (∑𝑋)(∑𝑋𝑌)

𝑁(∑𝑋2) − (∑𝑋)2
 

 

=
(2246)(172496)− (2253)( 157555)

30 (172496) − ( 2253)²
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= 
387426016−354971415

5174880−  5076009
 

 

= 
32454601

98871
 

 

= 328,25 

 

 

𝑏 =
𝑁(∑𝑋𝑌) − (∑𝑋)(∑𝑌)

𝑁(∑𝑋2) − (∑𝑋)²
 

 

    =
 60 (157555) −  (2253)(2246)

60 (172496) −  ( 2253)²
 

 

    = 
9453300− 5060238

10349760−5076009
 

 

    = 
4393062

5273751
 

 

    = 0,83 

 

 

 

 

Y = a + b  

 

  = 328,25 + 0,83 

 

  =   329,08 

 

 

b. Coeficient r 

 

r2 = 𝑟2
𝑏{𝑁(∑𝑋𝑌)−(∑𝑋)(∑𝑌)}

𝑁 (∑𝑌²)−(∑𝑌)²
 

 

    = 
𝟎,𝟖𝟑 (𝟔𝟎)(𝟏𝟓𝟕𝟓𝟓𝟓)− ((𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟑)(𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟔)

𝟔𝟎 ( 𝟏𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟗𝟓)− (𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟔)²
 

 

    = 
7846239−5060238

8891700−5044516
 

 

    = 
2786001

3847184
 

 

    = 0,724 
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  r  = √0,724 

 

      = 0,850 

 

 

c. Examination the statistic hypothesis. 

 

 

The statistical hypothesis could be determined by using: 

  t = 
√𝑛−2

√1−𝑟²
 

 

tobserved  = 
√𝑛−2

√1−𝑟²
 

    = 
0,850 √60−2

√1−0,8502
 

 = 
0,850 √58

√1−0,7225
 

    = 
0,85 ( 7,6)

0,526
 

 = 
6,46

0,526
 

 = 12,28df 

 

  Ttable  = t {(1− 
1

2
 0,05)} df 

   = t {(1− 
1

2
 0,05) 58 

   = t {(1− 0,025)}58 
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   = 2,22 
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